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We study the existence of many nonradial positive solutions in an annulus of RN. 
It is an improvement of results in C. V. Coffman (A nonlinear boundary value 
problem with many positive solutions, .I. Differential Equations 54 (1984), 429-437. 
An annulus is invariant under many group actions and these group actions act 
naturaly on the functional and leave the functional invariant. Therefore when we 
look for critical points of the functional we can restrict the functional to the 
manifold consisting of all fixed points under the group action. We are going to use 
different group actions to obtain critical points and furthermore we can distinguish 
them. 0 1990 Academic Press. Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
In this article we discuss the existence of many nonradial positive 
solutions of some semilinear elliptic equations in annulus of RN. 
Consider the foilowing problem: 
-Au+u-up=0 in BcRN 
u>o in B 
u=o on dB 
P>l if N=2 
1 <p<(N+2)/(N-2) if N 2 3, 
(1) 
where B= {ZE RN 1 1~1 < l} is the unit ball of RN. 
According to [6], any smooth solution of (1) must be radially sym- 
metric. A natural question is that if we replace B by an annulus in (1 ), i.e., 
we consider the following problem: 
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--du+u-up=0 in D(r, d) c RN 
u>o in D(r, d) 
u=o on JD(r, d) 
P>l if N=2 
1 <p<(N+2)/(N-2) if N>3, 
(2) 
where r>O, d>O, 
D(r, d)= {ZE RN: r*< Iz(~-c (r+d)‘} 
z=(x, ~)ER~, x = (x1 7 4, Y= (Y,, -.,YN-2). 
Is it still true that any smooth solution of (2) has to be radially symmetric? 
The answer is “No.” It is proved in [ 1 ] that for N3 3 there exist some 
nonradially symmetric solutions of (2) if p is close to (N+ 2)/N- 2) from 
below. 
It is proved in [3] that there could be many nonrotationally equivalent 
nonradial solutions to (2). More precisely, it is proved that the number of 
nonrotationally equivalent nonradial solutions of (2) tends to + cc as Y 
tends to + co, in the case of N= 2, p > 1 or NZ 3 being even and 
1 <p -C N/(N- 2). The above is left open for N 3 3 being odd or N > 3 
being even but N/(N- 2) <p < (N + 2)/(N- 2). In Section 1 we till up this 
gap for N > 4, the proof turns out to be simpler. But for N = 3 it is still 
open. In Section 2 we show that we can also do the same even though the 
nonlinearity is not homogeneous. In Section 3 we discuss the problem of 
the growth of nonlinearities exceeding the Sobolev critical exponent. Our 
method is inspired by [4]. In the following we describe briefly the method 
we use. 
We solve (2) by finding positive critical points of a certain functional. An 
annulus has a lot of symmetry, namely, it is invariant under many group 
actions. Let Gk be the subgroup of O(2), the set of all 2 x 2 orthogonal 
matrices, which rotates R2 with angles equal to integer multiples of 2n/k; 
then Gk x O(N- 2) acts naturally on D(r, d) (Remember that we write 
z = (x, JJ).) and hence on Hi(D). Instead of looking for positive critical 
points of the functional on Hi(D), we look for them on the submanifold 
of HA(D) which consists of all fixed points of G, x 0( N - 2). Furthermore 
we make a priori estimates to distinguish them, namely, for different values 
of k we have different solutions of (2). 
For this equation, Srikanth has studied the symmetry breaking problem, 
see [ll]. 
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1. EXISTENCE OF MANY POSITIVE SOLUTIONS OF (2) 
Consider 
’ -Au-up=0 in D(r, d) c RN 
u>o in D(r, d) 
u=o on aD(r, d) 
P>l if N=2 
1 <p<(N+2)/(N-2) if Nk3, 
where r>O, d>O and 
D(r, d) = {z E RN : r2<1z12<(r+d)2}. 
In the following we suppose that N b 4, but clearly our approach works 
for N = 2. Let 
where D = D(r, d) is as in (3). 
It is well known that if u 2 0, u E HA(D) is a critical point of f, i.e., 
f’(u) = 0, then by using the maximum principle and some standard elliptic 
regularity theorem, we know that u E C’(Q) is a solution of (3). 
THEOREM 1.1. The number of nonrotationally equivalent nonradial solu- 
tions of (3) tends to + co as r tends to + ~10 while d being fixed. 
THEOREM 1.1’. The number of nonratationally equivalent solutions to (2) 
tends to + 00 as r tends to + 00 while d being fixed. 
We will only prove Theorem 1.1 since Theorem 1.1’ is easier and can be 
proved exactly the same way. 
Before proving Theorem 1.1 we first prove a few lemmas. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let 
SZ={(s,t)~R~:O<s~+t*<l,t>O} 
N= 3, 4, 5, . . . 
fi = 1, 2, . . . . N - 3 
l<p<(N+l)/(N-31, N>4 
IQ< +a, N=3. 
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Then we have 
where 
(& (IV~l~)~~dsdt)(~+~)‘~>O 
,I!: Ifa (uIp+l tadsdt ’ 
ProoJ First take /? = N - 3, we prove it by contradiction argument. 
Suppose that Lemma 1.1 is not true, then there exists a sequence {Q} c Y, 
such that, 
Let 
i&, d) = {(s, t) E R2 : r2 < s2 + r2 < (r + d)‘, s, t, >O}, r, d>O. 
Define ii, E H’(a(2, 8)) in the following way: 
ii&, t) = 4s - 6, t) if 0<(~-6)~+f~<l, t>O 
0 otherwise. 
Clearly 
a&h, t) -= 
as 
o 
Furthermore 
for s2+t2=4 or s2+t2=100 
for t=O 
for s = 0. 
= 0, 
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where C > 0 is some constant. Let 
Define ak E Hh( W) by letting rk(x, y) = &( 1x1, (yl), then we have 
jj- 
W 
(Iv~k~2)~xdy=c~~~~281(lviik(s, t)i2)f-3dsdt 
W 
I~kle+idxd~=C~~~~28)I~k(s,t)lp+1tN-3dsdt, 
where C > 0 is some constant. Therefore we have 
k!?m 
(~~w(Iv~,~2)d~dy)(p+1)‘2=o 
jjw Iuklp+’ dxdy ’ 
This is a contradiction to the Sobolev embedding theorem, hence 
Lemma 1.1 has been proved in the case /I = N- 3. A similar argument 
works for the other p’s. 
LEMMA 1.2. LetD=D(r,d)beasin(3),N24, l<p<(N+l)/(N-3), 
r,d>O, Z= {u~H~(D):u(x, y)=u(lxl, Iyl)for someu). 
Then for r > lOd, we have 
where c is some positive constant independent of r. 
Proof: It is clear that we only need to prove it for smooth u. Since 
u(x, Y) = 4lxl, IA) we have 
u(s, t) = 0 for s2 + t* = r2 or s2+t2=(r+d)’ 
w, t) = o 
at 
for t =0 
W? 1) = o for s=O 
ds 
(IVu12)= cl-~(r,r+d) (IVu(s, t)12)stN--3sdt 
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We introduce a smooth partition of unity for d(r, r + d), i.e., to construct 
functions {pi}: with the following properties: 
P1+ 
... +p,=1 
f Ivflj12dc 
j= I 
O<pj< l 
suPP B, = BZdI(Sj> [i) for some (sj, tj) E d(r, r + d) 
5 XB2&J,) 6 49 
j=l 
where 
s.+d 
O<L 
t.+d 
sj- d 
<c, 0-c’ 
tj- d 
d c, s, > 0, tj > 0, 
x~~~(~,,~,) is thecharacteristic function of B,,(s,, tj), 
suppp,c (s, l)ER*: I>$,>$ 
i 1 
) j = 3, 4, . . . . 
P,(s, t) = 1 for r2<s2+t2<(r+d)2, s>O, O<f<$, 
P*b, 1) = 1 for r*<s’+t’<(r+d)‘, t>O, O-cs<$, 
where C > 0 is some constant independent of m. 
Let u=C/~=~ u,, where uj= fiju, j = 1, . . . . m. We first prove that for 
ss , nc, ,+d) (uj(s, t)lp+’ stNp3 ds dt 
> 
(P+ u/2 < r(l --Pmc (Ivu,(s, t)12 + luj(s, t)12)stN-3 ds dt (4) 
where C > 0 is some constant independent of m and r for r > 1Od. 
For 3 d j Q m, the above inequality is quite clear. 
For j= 1, by using Lemma 1.1, we have 
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SI , nc, r+d) Iul(s, t)lP+’ stN-3 ds dt 
d Cr 
ss 
lu,(s, t)lP+’ tN-’ dsdt 
hi(n. II) 
(a 
(P+ lb2 
< Cr (IVu,(s, t)12+ Iu,(s, t)12)tNp3dsdt 
&d(SI. I) 
6 cr(’ -Pw 
(P+ 1)/2 
r+d) (Ibk t)12 + lu,(s, t)12)stN-3 ds dt . 
Similarly we can prove it for j= 2. 
It follows from (4), by some standard argument, that 
(ssD(I~~12+t’2))(~+‘~‘2>_crlp-1)!2 
JJD lvtp+ l 
9 VEZ. 
It is easy to derive that 
jjD v2G c ii, Iw2j 
where C depends only on N, d for r > 1Od. 
Lemma 1.2 follows immediately. 
For a positive integer k, let Gk be a subgroup of O(2), the set of all 2 x 2 
orthogonal matrices. 
Gk= ( 2nl 2rtl ge0(2):g(xl,x2)= x,cos-+x2sin--, k k 
2711 2711 
-xx,sin-+x2cos- 
k k 
,(x,,x,)~R*,Iisanyinteger 
I 
L’:, = C,(r, d) = ( v E #(W, 4) : 0(x, Y) = 4x, I yl h 
where u satisfies u(x, I yl ) = u( gx, I yl ) Vg E Gk} 
.Zm = Cm(rr d) = {v E Hh(D(r, d)) : u(x, y) = u( 1x1, lyl), for some u} 
jk=jk(rr d)=inf{J(v) : VEZ~\(O}} 
.i, =joo(r, d)=inf{J(o): UEC,\{O}}. 
From Lemma 1.2 we have 
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LEMMA 1.2’. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 1.2, there exists some 
constant c > 0 independent of r, such that, for r > lOd, 
j, > crcp ~ I)/‘. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let rO, do > 0 be any two positive numbers, there exists 
C= C(p,N, ro, d,, k) irldependent of r, such that, for r 2 r. > 0, 
d>d,>O, jk<C. 
Proof: Take two smooth funtions: 
II/: R2+R suPP Ic/ = B,(O) 
rp:R+R SuPPv=B,(O), 
where 
Let 
h<min !I!!? 5 
i I 10’ 10 . 
a Y)’ 1 VOkX~ Y). 
gtG, 
Clearly u E C, and 
jk G J(v) G C(P, N ro, do, k). 
LEMMA 1.4. Any critical point off Izk or f I=, is a critical point of jI 
Proof. Suppose that u E Z,, f I>,(u) =O, i.e., 
(f’(U)> cp > = 0, VcpEC,. 
Let 
x=(x,, x,)=sw,, s > 0, U,ES’ 
Y = (Y L 9 . . . . YN-2) = tWN-39 t>o, w,p,ESN-3; 
Vcp E C;(D), let 
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where fs~-S denotes the integral divided by the volume of SNP3 and fSl 
denotes the integral divided by the volume of S’. Clearly @EC,. Let 
@ = cp - (p. It is not difftcult to calculate that 
Iv+ jD IulP-‘vijJ= j VvV@=O. 
D 
Therefore we have 
(f’(v), cp > = (f’(v), $J > + (f’(v), (P > = 0, 
i.e., v is also a critical point 0fJ 
Similarly we can prove that any critical point off 1 zk is a critical point 
off: 
LEMMA 1.5. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1, for m = 2, 3,4, . . . . 
k= 1, 2, 3, . . . . 
Jkm </a implies jk <jkm. 
Proof: It is well known that jk,, is attained by some nonnegative 
function 2.4: 
jkrn = Jt”), UECkm\{o). 
According to Lemma 1.4 and the regularity theory of elliptic equations, 
24 is in fact a positive C2 function. 
Let x = (p, 13) be the polar coordinate of XE R*, u = u(p, 8, I yl) we have 
jj 
D 
W4*)dxdy= jj 
0<0<2rr 
u~++?g+IV,ul* 
SI lulp+‘dxdy= D j.l O<B<2n I~I~+~pdpdBdy. . . 
Define VEZ,\(O} by 
vbhe, lYl,=U(P,$ IYI), 068f27t. 
Clearly 
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Therefore we have 
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jj (Iw*)d~dY=jj 
D o<f?<*n ( u;+-+:+lvlu’ pdpdedy. ) 
Similarly we have 
ss IVI 
p+l= P+l I4 . 
D ss D 
Since u does not belong to Z,, we have 
SI u;pdpdtIdy>O 
j,<J(u)<J(u)=j,,. 
Let vk E Ck, vk 3 0, J(vk) = j,, there exists some 1, E R, such that 
Taking cp = vk we have that 
Let uk = lL’(p- ‘)uk, then 
jDvum=jD Iuklp-luk% VipEZ,. 
According to Lemma 1.5, f’(u,) = 0. By the maximum principle, uk > 0 in 
D, therefore uk is a solution of (3). 
For any k > 1 integer, according to Lemma 1.2 and Lemma 1.3, for r 
large enough we have 
j2k <jm(r). 
It follows from Lemma 1.5 that 
jz<j22< ... <j,k<joc(r). 
It is well known that there exists USE C,,, ui 2 0, i= 1, . . . . k, such that, 
J(u,) = j,,. 
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Let 
where 
ui is a solution of (3), i= 1, . . . . k. Clearly lu;lr are nonradial and nonrota- 
tionally equivalent. The proof of Theorem 1:l’is completed. 
2. MORE GENERAL CASE 
Consider the following problem: 
-Au-g(lxl, u)=O in D(r,d)cP, N24 
u>o in D(r, d) 
u=o on aD(r, d), 
Y > 0, d > 0 are real numbers 
where g satisfies the following conditions: 
There exist R, > 0 and 0 < B,, < 1, such that, 
g: [R,, +co)x[O, +co)+R is C’ 
g(lxl, O)=O, gA4 O)dO, V Ix1 2 R, 
V Ix1 2 R, 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
0 <dl4, u) 6 &%u(I-& u) Vu>O, Ixl>R,. (9) 
It follows easily from (9) that 
O<G(lxl, UK& w(lxl, u), Vu>@ 1x1 >R,,, 
0 
where 
G(lxl, u) := j; g(l4, s) 4 u>O, x~D(r, d). 
Throughout this section we assume (6)-(9) and N24. 
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Let 
au) = j IW - j g(l-4, u+ 1u+, UEH@) 
c,= (UECk\(O} : (qu)=O) 
f,= {UEC,\{O} : @(u)=O} 
.ik =Jdr, 4 = jFik f(U) 
?, =Jm(r, 4 = “yj f(U). cc 
Under the hypotheses (6) to (8), x Q5 EC”(HA(D), R). In the following, 
we use the notation: 
lMl&(D, := IW2. i D 
THEOREM 2.1. The number of nonrotationally equivalent nonradial solu- 
tions of (5) tends to + 00 as r tends to + co while d is being fixed. 
LEMMA 2.1. There exists c = c(r, d, N, g) > 0 such that, for any 
u~H~(ll)\{O} with $(u)=O, we have ll~ll~;~o,>c. 
Prooj For any DE HA(D), e(u) = 0, by Sobolev embedding theorem 
and the property of g, we have 
Hence llull j,;(D) > c > 0. 
It follows from Lemma 2.1 that for any UEH~(D)\{O}, G(u) =O, 
Therefore it is clear that for any integer k 3 1, jk > 0, j, > 0. 
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LEMMA 2.2. For any VE C,(r, d) there exists some constant 
c = c(d, N, g) > 0 such that, 
j, > Crw+ 2~14 for r > 1Od. 
Proof: For any v E c, we have, according to Lemma 1.2. 
(I ) 
NAN-21 
1~~12 >Cr(N+2WW--2) 142WW2). 
s 
Since @(II) = 0, using (7) and (8) we have 
jIVul2=jg(lX~,x+)u+~fj/Vul2+Cj~uI2N~(N-2). 
Therefore 
j IWG c j I4 
NAN-2) 
2N/(N--2)< C,.(N+2)/2(2-N) 
Hence we have 
C j IVu12>r(N+2)‘4. 
y(u)>(i--6) j IVu12acr(N+2)‘4. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let rO, d, > 0 be any two positive constants. There exists 
some positive constant C= C(N, g, r,,, d,, k), such that, for r > r. > 0, 
d>d,,>O, 
jk < C. 
The proof of Lemma 2.3 is similar to that of Lemma 1.3. 
LEMMA 2.4. There exists c > 0, such that, for any v E HA(D)\(O), 
(5(u) = 0, we have 
- (Q’(u) u) 2 c > 0, 
where ( ., . ) denotes the HA pairing, c depends only on r, d, N, g. 
Proof 
-<Q’(u), u> = -2 j IW2+ j s,(l.4, u+) bf12 + j tdlxl, u+bJ+ 
~-2jlw2+(&)jg(I4,u+)u+ 
1 = 
( >j 
-- 
4l l 
lVu12  c > 0. 
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LEMMA 2.5. For any {v,} E f:, , f(u,) bounded, 7 Ik;, (u,,) -+ 0 strongly in 
H-‘, we have 
JL, (VJ -+o strongly in H- ‘. 
Proof: Let {u,} E c, be a sequence with the above properties, since 
the boundedness of {y(un)} pl rm ies the boundedness of { )lvnI/ H;CDJ}. 
Let 
fl;, (uJ=fIkz (v,)+br#(on) 
we have 
O= tfk, (VA v,> +b,(@‘(v,), 0,). 
By the hypotheses and the boundedness of { [Iv,~/~;(~)}, 
<.a, (%), %> -+ 0. 
Therefore, according to Lemma 2.4, we have 
6, -+ 0. 
Hence we have 
.77;, (d -0 strongly in H ~ ‘. 
LEMMA 2.6. Jlz;, satisfies (PS) condition in the sense that for any 
{on} EZ~, {y(un)} bounded, TI$, (v,) +O strongly in H-l, there exists a 
subsequence of {v,} which converges strongly in Z,, which is equipped with 
the HA(D) topology. 
Proof: According to Lemma 2.5 we have 
7’(vJ + 0 strongly in H-‘. 
The rest of the proof of Lemma 2.6 is very standard, see [lo]. 
Remark 2.1. Lemma 2.5 and Lemma 2.6 are still valid if we substitute 
2, for z;,, k>2. 
505/83/2-l I 
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Since f 19, f If, satisfy (PS) condition, jk, jcc are actually achieved, say 
Jk =.7(uk), V,E& 
J, =.T(u, h V&E,. 
According to Lemma 2.5, we have 
frz, (u,)=O, %, (vk)=o. 
Adopting the proof of Lemma 1.4 we can prove that 
jyu,) = 0, jyu,) =o. 
It follows from the regularity theory of elliptic equations and the maxi- 
mum principle that o, , uk > 0 in D and they are classical solutions of (5). 
LEMMA 2.7. j,, <j, implies J;, < jkm, where m = 2, 3,4, ,.., k = 1,2, 3, . . . . 
Proof. Suppose jkkm is achieved by U, namely, 
Jk, =.7(u), uE&m7, u>OinD. 
As in the proof of Lemma 1.5, let x = (p, 0) be the polar coordinate of 
x E R2, u = u(p, 8,Iyl) and define u E Z,\ (0) by 
According the the calculation we have made in the proof of Lemme 1.5, 
we have 
[ IW<j dlxl, u+)U+. 
It is not difficult to see that 
lim ~J’g(I.ul,E.o+)E.u+<IIVu12. 
i-+0+ 
According to the mean value theorem, there exists 0 < 2 < 1, such that, 
J IW=j g(l.4, w+1w+, 
where w = Au. 
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By the definition ofik we have 
jk<ij IW2-jG-(14, w+) 
=; s g(lxl, h+)h+ -jG(lxl, iv+). 
It follows from (9) that 
&(1x1, tu+)tu+ -G(lxl, tu’) is strictly increasing in t for t > 0. 
Therefore 
.Tk<4 5 dlxl, u+)u+ - G&4 u+)=jkkm. I 
Putting together all the arguments above we conclude the proof of 
Theorem 2.1. 
3. WHEN THE GROWTH OF THE NONLINEARITY 
EXCEEDS THE SOBOLEV CRITICAL EXPONENT 
Consider the following problem: 
/ -Au+au-up=0 
1 
u>o 
u=o 
in D(r, d) c RN 
\ (N+2)/(N-2)6p<(N+l)/(N-3) if N>4, 
where aa0, r>O, d>O and 
D(r,d)={zER”: r2< l~l~<(r+d)~}. 
THEOREM 3.1. For any positive number d > 0, there exists r0 = r,(d, p, N) 
> 0, such that, (10) has at least [N/2] - 1 nonrotationally nonradial 
solutions for r > rO, c1> 0. 
We prove Theorem 3.1 only for CI = 0 since the same proof works for 
c1> 0. 
Let 
Ak = A,(r, d) = { ~~H~(D(r,d)):~(z)=u(l(x,,...,x~)l,I(x,+,,...,x,)l), 
for some u 1 
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A, = Ao(r, d) = (u E HA(D(r, d)) : u(z) = u( IzI ), for some U} 
%,=&(r,d)=inf{.J(o):u~A~\{O}} 
&=&Jr, d)=inf{J(u): VEA,\{O}}, 
where k = 2, . . . . [N/2] and J is the functional defined in Section 1, even 
though the range of p is different. 
LEMMA 3.1. There exists some constant c > 0, depending only on p, d, N, 
such that 
1, = &(r, d) > c@- ‘K~- ‘)” for r > 1Od. 
ProoJ Let v E A,,, i.e., v(z) = u( lzl) for some function U. We have 
s, IVuj2=jrid lu’(p)I’p”-’ dp 
i- 
s 
rfd 
>yNel , r lW)I’dp 
I D Iv1 
P+l- -1”” lu(p)Ip+’ pN-’ dp 
r 
I 
r+l 
~(r+d)~-l l4P)I p+l dp 
?- 
U r+d (P+ I)/2 <CrN-’ r lu’(p)12dp 9 
where C= C(d, p, N). 
Therefore we have 
LEMMA 3.2. There exists some constant C > 0, depending only on p, d, N, 
such that 
Ak = Ak(rr d) < CrcN ~ 2)(P- ‘)I2 for r> lOd, 
where k = 2, . . . . [N/2]. 
Proof Take a function WOE C~(BdllO)\{O}, where B&l0 is a ball of 
radius d/10 in R2. We define u0 and u0 in the following way: 
v,(t,s)=w, ’ ( +d/2),s-L(r+d/2) t-- r 
Jz Jz 
~o(z)=~o(lY,l~ IYZI), 
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where 2 = (x1, . . . . XN), y, = (x1, . . . . x,), J’2 = (Xk + 1, ...? XN). Clearly 
q, E Hi(D) and 
s IVuo12 < c I JVu,,(t, s)l’ tk-‘sNpk-’ dt ds D .2 sz 9 + 9 s (r + cl)2 
< CrNP2 IVv,l* s 
Therefore 
From Lemma 3.2 it is clear that there exists some positive number 
r. = r,(d, p, N), such that, for r 3 rO, we have 
According to Lemma 1.2, the injective from HA(D) n /Ik into L”+‘(D) is 
compact if p satisfies the hypotheses in Theorem 3.1. Therefore 1, is 
actually achieved, say 
1, = J(uk), k =, . . . . 
It is proved in the first section that 
where 
vk E ‘dk, vk > 0. 
if we let 
N 
k = 2, ..,, T [I , 
then { uk} $“‘] are solutions of (10). 
In the following we prove that { uk} iNj2] are actually different from each 
other. 
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose 2 <k < k < [N/2], then 
A,nA,c/i,. 
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YAN YAN LI 
y, =(x,, .“, -%I 
Y, = (xk+ 12 . ..Y XN) 
j, =(x,3 . . . . XL) 
Y2 = (Xk + I7 ...2 XIV) 
z=b,, Y2)=(Y1?~2) 
4z)=g(IYll? IY2o=~(I~Il~ IYzlh 
where g, h is defined for s, t 2 0, r2 <s* + t* 6 (r + d)*. 
Let 
x2= “. =xN-l- -0 ) r2 ,< xf + xi < (r + d)‘. 
Clearly lyll = IjIll ly21 = Ij21. Therefore 
gb, t) = &, t) for s, t>O, r2<s2+t2<(r+d)*. 
Next for s2 + t* = d2 + iz E (r2, (r + d)*), s < s choose y, = (x1, ..,, xk) with 
s= IYll 
and then choose xk+ , , . . . . ,yA, such that, 
Choose xk + , , . . . . xN satisfying 
i= Ijzl. 
Since S* + t2 = s2 + t* we have 
t = lY2l. 
Therefore we have 
g(s, t) = 4% 0 and hence u E A,. 
Theorem 3.1 follows immediately from kmma 3.2 and Lemma 3.3. 
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